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COMPLIANCE
The following whitepaper is intended to be a
technical overview. It is not intended to be
comprehensive nor to be the final design.
Noncritical aspects are not covered. This
paper consists of information given for
discussion purposes only and does not
represent investment advice of any kind.

Those for whom it is unlawful to participate
should not participate. Consult with your
own lawyer or accountant to determine
whether it is lawful for you to participate in
this token sale. This Whitepaper should in
no way be construed as being intended to
create a contract for investment.

Further, it does not constitute an offer to sell
shares or securities, nor does it constitute a
solicitation to buy such shares or securities.
None of the information found within is
intended to influence any investment
decision nor should it be the basis of an
investment decision of any kind. Investment
advice for investment in any security,
cryptocurrency, token, or any tax or legal
advice should only be given by an investment
advisor, and Imperial Credits is not an
investment advisor.

This whitepaper (version 1.0) may be
revised, with the newest edition always
appearing on our website. For each revision
cycle, we will provide notes on what has
changed and the justification for the change.
Updated versions of the Whitepaper (as
indicated by consecutive edition numbers)
may contain information that may override,
clarify, or contradict previous editions, in
which case the latest version should be
considered the most accurate and up to
date.

Imperial Credits encourages readers to seek
appropriate and independent professional
advice to inform themselves of the legal
requirements and tax consequences of any
investments they make, both within Imperial
Credits and within the blockchain industry as
a whole.

Because of this, versions that are found
outside of the Imperial Credits website may
contain out-of-date or inaccurate
information. The most up-to-date version of
the whitepaper can be located online at
imperialcredits.io

Investments should only be done with the
help of an independent financial advisor
within the context of the countries of their
citizenship or residence, and their place of
business with respect to the acquisition,
holding, or trade-in Imperial Credits (ICT) or
any other tokens. Please note that this
Whitepaper does not constitute an offer to
sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy, for
any person for whom it may be unlawful to
participate in a token sale.

OVERVIEW
Imperial Credits (ICT) began with the theme
of a Decentralized Meme Token, and an
actual currency for the Star Wars movies.
It has since grown into a vibrant ecosystem
including plans for a future swap and wallet
and more importantly space travel. The main
utility of the ICT token within the ecosystem
is to send holders to space with Virgin
Galactic.

Preface
Getting to space is expensive, and only
available to the richest people in the world.
SpaceX is sending rockets into orbit more
cheaply than ever before. It's now possible
for private citizens to get into orbit. But, the
cheapest seat on one of those rockets costs
$250M USD.
Imperial Credits (ICT) offers a unique solution
to those wanting to rocket to outer space. ICT
is a BEP-20 utility token with out-of-this-world
value attached. Every time an investor buys
ICT tokens a percentage of the transaction is
added to the SPACE TICKET wallet.
Our mission is to send average people to
space. Together, by purchasing ICT, investors
are not just getting in on a cryptocurrency,
but a chance at an actual adventure toward
the moon. Eventually, Imperial Credits hopes
to be sending regular people to space
aboard the Virgin Galactic at regular intervals.

WHAT IS
IMPERIAL CREDIT?
Imperial Credits Token (ICT) is a decentralized STAR WARS coin. ICT token is the
first token in our ecosystem and allows
users to hold the only form of STAR WARS
currency, Imperial Credits. The Token also
allows investors to take a shot at traveling
to outer space.
Imperial credits will have a leaderboard
for referrals to the future wallet. Each
referral gets users an entry ticket to earn
a trip aboard the Virgin Galactic. We
allocate tokens to wallets to receive the
top leaderboard and referrals for the
VADR wallet. Every ICT transaction on the
Blockchain adds 5% back to the SPACE
TICKET wallet to speed up the process of
accruing enough value to buy 6 seats on
Virgin Galactic.
THE SPACE TICKET LEADER BOARD
Imperial Credits (ICT) will maintain a list of
token holders in descending order from
the person with the most tokens down to
the least. When the space wallet holds
enough value to purchase 6 tickets
aboard SpaceX, Imperial Credits will
unlock the wallet and purchase the tickets
for 6 Holders. The tickets will go to:
The top 4 holders on the token
leaderboard
The top 2 on the VADR wallet referral
leaderboard.
VADR WALLET
The VADR WALLET will be associated with
two tokens, ICT and VADR (Launched at a
later date). The VADR Wallet is currently in
Beta testing and once it is finished will be
released to the public. The VADR wallet
will also include an option for investors to
view their leaderboard status. In addition,
the pre-sale coins will be available for
future projects exclusively for VADR wallet
users.

By bringing in outside users to the VADR
wallet through the referral program,
investors increase their standing on the
referral leaderboard for trips aboard
SpaceX.
Wallet Features:
SPACE TICKET - View your Leaderboard
and send Referrals to win the Contest
Buy Pre-Launched tokens. New tokens
all the time! Get the best deals on Defi
Coins
Peer to peer transfers
Import other wallets to Vader
Buy ICT coins and increase your
standing to earn a trip to space
Access tokens and coins not available on
exchanges
Future Coins listed on Vadr Wallet:
Imperial Credits, Vader Coin, KKash,
RedWave, and BlueTornado.
Import, buy, and store tokens on the
Vadr Wallet
Receive referral points for telling friends
about the wallet
ICT – Imperial Credits can be bought
within the VADR wallet after release
VADR/ IMPERIAL CREDITS SWAP
DeFi swaps have become increasingly
popular. Swaps allow users to effortlessly
change one crypto into another, without
having to leave the safety of the user’s
private wallet. Imperial Credits, along with
the Future VADR token intends to develop
a branded swap and add it to the suite of
dApps to provide users with yet another
DeFi option within the VADR ecosystem. The
Imperial/Vadr Exchange Swap is undergoing
security tests, audits, and final updates to
prepare for a safe launch.

TOKENOMICS
TOKEN SYMBOL: ICT
MAX SUPPLY: 100,000,000,000,000
INITIAL DISTRIBUTION
SPACE TICKET WALLET: 10%
TEAM AND ADVISORS: 5%
MARKETING: 5%
PUBLIC SALE/LIQUIDITY: 75%
ISH: 5%

PUBLIC SALE/
LIQUIDITY: 75%

MARKETING: 5%

TRANSACTION FEE
Imperial credits (ICT) has a 5% transaction
fee on every buy and sell. These transaction
fees are distributed to the SPACE TICKET
wallet. As soon as the wallet holds enough
funds to purchase 6 tickets aboard the
Virgin Galactic, Imperial Credits will call the
leaderboard and buy 6 tickets aboard
SpaceX for the top investors and referrals.

VESTING SCHEDULE
The initial distribution of the tokens will be
released to the team, marketing, and space
wallet on a vested schedule to protect the
health of the ICT chart. More details on the
release and schedule will be available on
our website. The SPACE TICKET WALLET will
be vested once enough funds are secured
to purchase 6 tickets about SpaceX.

BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
Imperial Credits will be launching on
Binance Smart Chain (BSC). BSC offers an
extremely large user base because of their
EVM compatibility. Multiple wallets including
Metamask and Trustwallet will be accessible
to Imperial Credits users, and eventually we
encourage our investors to migrate to VADR
wallet following its release. Low fees and a
user-friendly experience make BSC an
excellent alternative to those that struggle
to pay gas fees on other chains.

AUDIT
Imperial Credits will undergo an audit to
ensure the accuracy of our contract and
provide transparency for our investors.
Smart contracts are not safe by nature and
are subject to bugs and flaws as is any
program. Audit results will be published on
our website and social channels.

SPACE TICKET
WALLET: 10%

TEAM &
ADVISORS: 5%

ROADMAP
PHASE 1
Website and Social
Channels
Whitepaper
Token launch
CoinMarketCap &
CoinGecko Listings
Top 30 Exchange Listing
Marketing Push
Smart Contract Audit

PHASE 2
Integration with VADR
Ecosystem
VADR Wallet beta
Release
Wallet Referral
LeaderBoard Released
Token Holder
LeaderBoard Released
More Exchange Listings
Marketing Push
Continues

PHASE 3
SPACE WALLET Updates
Virgin Galactic tickets
purchased when Space
Wallet Large enough to
buy six tickets
Vadr Swap Release
Space Tickets V2

JOIN imperial credits

